Metamora CT and CDE - 2019 ADS NA Preliminary Championship

Preliminary Small Single Pony
Sharon Mackay

Preliminary Single Pony
Francois Bergeron

Preliminary Pony Team
Beverly Patrick

Preliminary Single Horse
Susan Osborne

Preliminary Pair Horse
Sarah Steenbeek

Preliminary Pair VSE
Donna Crossman

Preliminary Pair Pony
JJ Markham

Preliminary Single Horse
David Dunn

Katydid CAI** Aiken USEF National Single Horse Combined Driving Championships; ADS North American Intermediate Combined Driving Championships

Open Intermediate Small Single Pony
Sharon Mackay

Open Intermediate Single Pony
Raymond Helmuth

Open Intermediate Single Horse
Janelle Marshall

CH Intermediate Single VSE
Morgan Pevonka

CH Intermediate Small Pair Pony
Jane Hostetter

CH Intermediate Single Pony
Riley Wiltison
CH Intermediate Pair Pony
Boots Wright

CH Intermediate Single Horse
Paula Bliss

CH Intermediate Pair Horse
Robert Burrows

Open Intermediate Pair Horse
Allison Stroud